


Put simply, Onkar, Darpan and Nihal are stuffed. They’ve eaten everything under the sun (and 
more…possibly from their adventures in Monster Chef), and are in dire need of some physical 
exercise. What better way to burn pesky monster fat than by starring in an 80s dance show! The only 
problem is, they were too busy eating and forgot their routine!

It’s up to you, their fitness coach, to remind them using prompts so they don’t go off-sync and face 
the wrath of a disgruntled record producer. 

Say the exercise prompts, move to the beat with the monsters, and win the hearts of countless 
fitness enthusiasts in their latest album “Monster Workout”.



The three nervous monsters move offbeat as you 
look at them through the window of the 
recording studio (styled to theme).

Interface is minimal and similar to Noisy Notes, 
showing mic input recognition and a ‘Release’ 
button for finalising your song that appears 
once the track is ready.

Along the control deck is text of the exercises 
in the monsters’ routine, this can be tapped for 
pronunciation. 

Green, orange and red lights below each exercise 
label visually indicate if the exercise routine is 
currently active, coming up, or inactive 
respectively.



The three nervous monsters move offbeat at the start of the show, 
waiting for you to say what exercise they should do.

One of the red bulbs on the recording deck starts pulsing orange, 
indicating that you should say that exercise (eg. Jazz Hands).

If you don’t say the exercise, a record producer is occasionally heard in 
the background, encouraging you to say the exercise as the monsters 
continue moving off-sync.

The bulb turns green when you say the prompt, and the monsters start 
doing jazz hands. After a while, another bulb starts pulsing orange (eg. 
Heel Hop), indicating that you need to say the other prompt. 

If don’t say the other prompt, the green bulb turns red and the 
monsters default to moving offbeat. 

If you say the other prompt, the green bulb turns red, the orange bulb 
turns green, and the monsters do the other exercise step.

The loop then repeats.



Once each exercise has been completed at least 3 times, 
a ‘Share’ button appears. The player can then share the 
fitness video for the monsters online.

Similar to Noisy Notes, the screen cuts to a 
Youtube-style 2D interface screen (Monstube?) where 
the user can see the fitness video they shared (a title 
chosen from a pool of potential song names based on the 
theme) and then an animation of a ‘views’ and  ‘likes’ 
counting up to denote a huge audience.



The animations (except the moving offsync 
animation) and background music are always 
in sync, allowing for prompts to be shown 
randomly.



Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

HIGH KNEES ELBOW RISES CLENCHING JAWS SHOULDER SHRUGS Knuckle stretches

HIP DIPS HIP CIRCLES DRIBBLING WRISTS KNUCKLE STRETCHES Dribbling wrists

ANKLE TURNS High knees Hip dips Elbow rises Shoulder shrugs

NECK SWAYS Neck sways Ankle turns Hip circles Clenching jaws



Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5

SHARE Share POST Post DISTRIBUTE



Potential animations for each exercise
HIGH KNEES HIP DIPS ANKLE TURNS NECK TURNS

ELBOW RISES HIP CIRCLES CLENCHING JAWS
(Below neck could be neck turns animation)

DRIBBLING WRISTS



Potential animations for each exercisePotential animations for each exercise
SHOULDER SHRUGS KNUCKLE STRETCHES

or..

MOVING OFF-SYNC

Or NERVOUS (if OOS)..



● Focusing on our physical education module

● Learning a variety of exercise moves 

● Encouraging kids to get active while moving with the monsters

● Associating exercise moves with joints (wrists, knees, elbows), helping to 
clarify to kids what a balanced exercise routine could look like



Character Outfits Particle Effects Animations Environment Props

Pirate 1x Leotard
1x Leg warmers 
1x Socks
1x Headband

Each in 3 different 
neon colours

Total: 12

Sweating (for 
moving off-sync 
anim) (Fast Food 
asset)

A few 80s style 
neon lightning 
particles 
occasionally appear 
around the 
monsters when 
they are exercising

Moving Off-sync
(or nervous if 
OOS)

High knees
Hip dips
Ankle turns
Neck sways
Elbow rises
Hip circles
Clenching Jaws
Dribbling Wrists
Shoulder Shrugs
Knuckle Stretches

Total: 11

Spotlights (Optional: 
Neon colour light and 
rotating) 

Recording Studio (Noisy 
Notes Asset) with 
themed backdrop:

Pirate:
Jolly Roger flag (Noisy 
Notes Asset)

Space:
Starry celestial night

Safari:
Jungle

Land Ho assets:
Barrels
Parrot (Opt: Moving to the beat)
Gold coins
Treasure chest

Space Alien Cardboard Cut-out
Cardboard rocket
Hanging celestial bodies

Safari Palm trees (Land Ho asset)
Parrot (Land Ho asset) (Opt: Moving 
to the beat)
Optional: Giraffe cardboard cut-out



Background music Upbeat 80s style aerobics music

Each word spoken aloud Audio for each instruction and exercise

Success SFX For when each exercise has been done at least 3 times  (Noisy Notes asset)

Count up sound To play alongside the video ‘likes’ going up, to a crescendo (Noisy Notes asset)

Disgruntled record producer audio x3 Occasionally yelling in the background if player doesn’t say anything
“Say the next exercise”
“Follow the orange light”
“You can do it!”



Recording studio mixer This should give space to diegetically show the names of each exercise so that users can tap for pronunciation. A 
light below each exercise should be able to turn orange (pulsing light), red and green (Modified Noisy Notes asset)

Post button Large button that appears when all monsters are playing at the correct tempo  (Noisy Notes asset)

Spotlight This should be lighting in the scene on top of each monster. (optional:There could be rotating spotlights emitting 
bright coloured lights, like a disco)

Instruction prompts Contextual prompts to help the user. These will load words in dynamically but should be formatted in fonts and 
styles to match the meaning of that word. 

Monstube logo A logo similar (but not close to) the YouTube logo

Promotional video thumbnail x3 A thumbnail to promote the release of the fitness show video. Should be the monsters in various poses.

Likes button A thumbs up icon (Noisy Notes asset)

‘Counting up’ 2D animation A number that counts up from 0 to 10 million (Noisy Notes asset)


